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< 0.1 au	

10−1,000 au	

大質量 (原始) 星 周囲のメーザー	

l  OH, CH3OH, H2O, H2CO, etc
–  SiO はレア (e.g., Zapata+ 09)

l  VLBIで３次元速度計測が可能
–  幾何学的な不確定性の依存なく、　

正確な星周ダイナミクスを解明

–  系統的なサーベイで進化を理解 
(e.g., Fujisawa+ 14; Hirota+ KaVA LP)

メーザー	 周波数 [GHz]	 発生場所	

OH	
1.6, 1.7, 4.7, 6.0, 
13.4, ...	 HII領域のエッジ	

CH3OH	 6.7, 12.2, 19.9, 
23.1, 107, ...	

円盤/アウトフロー	

H2O	 22.2, 321, ...	 ジェット/アウトフ
ロー	
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1. CH3OH メーザー  
@6.7 GHz　の有用性	

SKA-VLBI with CH3OH メーザー	



有用性 １.　円盤上の３次元速度構造計測	

l  大質量 (原始) 星 周囲の回転円盤上で放射  
(e.g., Miniter+ 00; Bartkiewicz+ 09)
–  edge-on, inclined, face-on
–  しばしば降着現象をトレース (e.g., Motogi+ 17)

–  ３次元速度計測により検証

(Goddi+ 11; Sugiyama+ 14)

l  VLBI以外では、ALMAでも計測不可能！	

３次元運動 (回転＋降着) (Sugiyama+ 14)	

A&A 562, A82 (2014)
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Fig. 4. Proper motions of the 6.7 GHz methanol maser emission in Cep A relative to the barycenter (see Sect. 3.2). Arrows show the direction of
the measured proper motions (solid line: using three epochs, dotted line: only two epochs). Arrow length is proportional to the magnitude of the
tangential velocity. The spatial and velocity scales are shown at the lower right corner in each panel. The filled circles show the position of the
maser spots. The open circle indicates the barycenter of epoch 1. a) Entire map, b)–e) Close-up maps for clusters I/II, III, IV, and V, respectively.

epoch 1 is indicated by an open circle in this figure. This figure
shows that the observed proper motions have a large (apparently
random) scatter, particularly for cluster I/II, with no coherent
motions readily apparent on these scales.

Taking the average of the proper motions of spots belonging
to maser clusters I–V, we derived the maser cluster proper mo-
tions listed in Table 3, and shown in the upper panel of Fig. 5.
All the vectors, except that for cluster I/II, show rotation in a
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Cep A-HW2	

Such a direct connection may be suggested by the “super-
resolution” continuum image in Figure 11. Here, all clean
components extracted in the beam deconvolution process are
reconvolved with a circular beam of 50 mas, which is the same
as the minor axis of the original synthesized beam. The image
shows that the dust continuum emission is clearly elongated
along the maser distribution.

A true rotationally supported accretion disk, if it exists, is
expected to be smaller than 32 au in diameter (i.e., R2 0) in this
case. This is one of the most compact disks of the currently
known accretion systems in high-mass star formation (e.g.,
Kraus et al. 2010). If a centrifugal barrier is really located at
16 au in radius, the initial specific angular momentum in G353
is estimated to be ∼8×1020 ( *M 10 M☉)0.5 cm2 s−1. We note

that the estimated angular momentum varies by less than 40%
within a YSO mass range of 5–20 M☉. Another possible case is
that a significant fraction of total angular momentum could be
removed outside of 100 au. Although the centrifugal barrier is
relatively small, the specific angular momentum expected in the
former case is slightly larger than that of several low-mass
disks and/or envelopes at the 100 au scale (e.g., Yen et al.
2017), due to the larger stellar mass.
All these hypotheses will be verified by thermal continuum

and line observations at higher resolutions (∼10 mas), resol-
ving a face-on disk, infall streams, and binary companions, etc.
This will be done by our long-baseline project in ALMA cycle
4. In addition, our infall model itself will be directly examined
by ongoing proper motion measurements of the class II
CH3OH masers by the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA).
This will allow us to independently determine Z0 andM*. A 3D
velocity field will also constrain the accretion rate within
100 au, combined with mass information obtained by ALMA.

5. Conclusions

We have performed J-VLA and ATCA observations,
searching for the accretion system in G353 that is the best
candidate for a face-on HMYSO. Detailed observational
outcomes and outstanding implications are as follows.

1. The bolometric luminosity of 5×103 L☉ was estimated
based on the IR archival data. This implies that the host
YSO mass is around 10 M☉.

2. Our SED analysis suggested that the overall centimeter
SED could be modeled by a combination of the radio jet
and dust continuum emission. In particular, the compact
45 GHz continuum source detected by J-VLA could be
explained by optically thick dust emission from the
innermost circumstellar system of 100 au radius, although
any unresolved free–free contamination is still possible.

3. The expected mass of the dusty system is 0.2 M☉ at
minimum and up to a few M☉ depending on the dust
parameters. This may suggest that the system could be
self-gravitating and dynamically unstable; however, the

Figure 10. Edge-on cross-sectional (R − Z) view of the parabolic trajectory, i.e., the LOS is along the Z direction. The solid and two dotted lines correspond to the
best-fit model and 1σ error range, respectively. The positive and negative radial distances indicate an east blueshifted region and west redshifted region, respectively.
The vertical and horizontal dash–dotted lines show the landing radius (R = ± R0) and equatorial plane (Z =0), respectively. The radial locations of observed data
points are presented by the filled circles, with the color indicating LOS velocities, where any azimuthal locations were ignored.

Figure 11. “Super-resolution” image of the 45 GHz continuum that was
constructed by all the clean components extracted in the beam deconvolution
process. The contours are from 24% ( s3 ) to 99%, with a step of 5% of the
image peak flux (1.13 mJy beam−1). A circular beam of 50 mas diameter was
convolved again, instead of the original synthesized beam. The adopted circular
beam is shown in the lower left corner. The filled triangles and colors are the
same as those in Figure 3.
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１次元運動 (円盤上からの降着) (Motogi+ 17)	

G 353.273+0.641	

100 au	



有用性 ２.　星周環境に敏感な強度変動	

l  放射励起ゆえ、中心星の変光、及びそれ
に伴う周囲のダスト温度変化に敏感                           
(e.g., Sugiyama+ 08; Moscadelli+ 17; Hunter+ 17)
–  ダスト温度： ~120 – 300 K  (Cragg+ 05)

l  特徴的な強度変動
–  周期的な強度変動 (e.g., Goedhart+ 04; Fujisawa+ 14)

–  降着バースト的で Episodic な強度変動      
(Fujisawa+ 15; Hunter+ 18; MacLeod+ 18)	
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３桁の増光！	

茨城 (日立) 32-m電波望遠鏡の長期・高頻度モニターで取得された 6.7 GHz メタノールメーザー天体の強度変動.	
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W. H. T. Vlemmings: Zeeman splitting of 6.7 GHz methanol masers 779

the Zeeman splitting measured by Green et al. was found on a
maser feature that, in lower resolution observations, would be
blended both positionally and spectroscopically with the bright-
est maser. As a results, the flux averaged Zeeman splitting mea-
surement is biased toward a possibly negligible magnetic field
of the brightest feature.

4.1.10. 81.87+0.78, W75N

The 6.7 GHz methanol masers of the very active region of mas-
sive star formation W75N have been mapped with the EVN
(Minier et al. 2000). Their map reveals that the masers make
up two distinct regions, an elongated region of ∼200 mas with
VLSR < 6 km s−1 and a compact feature ∼500 mas South-East
at VLSR = 6.8 km s−1. The observations shown in Fig. 1 high-
light the distinct nature of these maser features as the masers in
the linearly extended structure have B|| = 5.7 mG while those in
the compact region have B|| = 9.5 mG. W75N has been the tar-
get of numerous OH maser polarization observations indicating
another possible disc related field reversal and typical magnetic
field strengths of |B| ≈ 5–7 mG (e.g. Hutawarakorn et al. 2002;
Slysh et al. 2002). Magnetic field measurements during a OH
maser flare in W75N reveal the strongest OH maser magnetic
field B = 40 mG to date (Slysh & Migenes 2006).

4.1.11. 109.86+2.10, Cepheus A

The masers of the Cepheus A massive star formation region has
been studied in great detail (e.g. Vlemmings et al. 2006a, and
references therein). The 6.7 GHz methanol maser distribution
has been mapped with the Japanese VLBI Network (Sugiyama
et al. 2007) and the EVN (Torstensson et al., in prep.). These
observations show that the masers are found in an elongated
structure of ∼1500 mas across Cepheus A HW2. The measured
methanol maser magnetic field is stable at B|| = 8.1 mG.

Cepheus A is the source in the sample for which the most
magnetic field measurements at different hydrogen density are
available. Figure 3 presents on overview of all these mea-
surements. It seems clear that the magnetic field strength B
in Cepheus A has a power-law dependence on the hydrogen
number density nH2 , with the best-fit giving B ∝ n−0.47±0.08.
This is consistent with the empirical relation B ∝ n−0.47

from low-density molecular cloud Zeeman observations by
Crutcher (1999). Of course, one has to be cautious when re-
lating the maser observations with the other Zeeman splitting
results and the dust polarization observations at very different
scales. Additionally, the methanol and H2O maser magnetic field
strengths depend on an assumption with regard to the angle be-
tween the maser propagation direction and the magnetic field
and their number density has to be determined using maser ex-
citation models.

4.1.12. 111.53+0.76, NGC 7538

The methanol masers of NGC 7538 have been proposed to trace
a disk around a high-mass protostar (Pestalozzi et al. 2004),
however, this interpretation has been questioned by De Buizer
& Minier (2005) who find that the maser might be related to
an outflow. The observations presented here indicate a flux av-
eraged magnetic field B|| = 16.2 mG. The “running” cross-
correlation however, reveals a more complex picture. The spec-
trum is made up of several strong maser features with apparently
different magnetic field strengths. The strongest magnetic field

Fig. 3. Magnetic field strength B in the massive star forming region
Cepheus A measured from Zeeman measurements as a function of nH2 ,
the number density of neutral hydrogen. The solid triangle indicates
the methanol maser measurement from the Effelsberg observations, the
number density is taken to be in the range typical of 6.7 GHz methanol
masers (Cragg et al. 2005), but cannot be determined precisely without
observations of additional transition lines. Also indicated are the H2O
maser measurements (solid dots; Vlemmings et al. 2006a), average OH
maser measurement (solid square; Bartkiewicz et al. 2005), NH3 mea-
surement (open square; Garay et al. 1996) and recent dust polarization
measurement (open triangle; Curran & Chrysostomou 2007). The error
bars on the density of these data are taken from the respective publica-
tions. The solid line is the theoretical relation B ∝ n0.5 fixed to the OH
maser measurement. The dashed line is the error weighted best fit line to
the presented measurements (the individual H2O maser measurements
were averaged). Additionally, the boxes indicate the range of literature
values for HI/non-masing OH, OH maser, methanol maser (this paper)
and H2O maser Zeeman splitting observations for other massive star
formation regions.

∼16 mG is measured on the maser feature at VLSR = −58 km s−1,
while ∼12 mG is found for the maser at VLSR = −56 km s−1.
In both cases the “running” cross-correlation derived magnetic
field is somewhat supressed as the masers between VLSR = −58
and –56 km s−1 have a field of only a few mG. Meanwhile,
no significant magnetic field is detected in the masers near
VLSR = −61 km s−1, implying a field strength B|| ! 5 mG. The
flux averaged magnetic field is marginally larger than the field
determined using the “running” cross-correlation for individual
maser features. This is due to the fact that, in determining the
flux averaged field strength, strong fields, which have neverthe-
less <5σ significance in the smaller 3 km s−1 intervals used for
the “running” cross-correlation, still contribute. OH maser mea-
surements indicate the region undergoes a field reversal and has
|B| = 1 mG (Fish & Reid 2006).

4.1.13. 133.94+1.04, W3(OH)

Linear polarization of the 6.7 GHz methanol masers of W3(OH)
is described in Vlemmings et al. (2006b), who also give a com-
pilation of previous OH maser magnetic field strength measure-
ments. The polarization observations show that the magnetic

有用性 ３.　高密度ガスの磁場構造・強度	

l  円盤に凍結した磁力線  (Vlemming+ 10)

l  高密度・強磁場 ガスをトレース
–  nH2 ~ 104 – 109 /cc (Cragg+ 05)

–  |B | ~  30 – 100 mG (e.g., Lankhaar+ 18)

l  系統的にアウトフロー軸と並行

  (Surcis+ 11,13,15) 

Cepheus A (Vlemmings 08)	

B ∝ nH2
0.47 ±0.08	

102 – 106 /cc area
Crutcher (99)	

CH3OHメーザーのゼーマン分裂観測 (Vlemmings 08). 	
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2. コア/ハロー構造 解明の必要性	

SKA-VLBI with CH3OH メーザー	



各メーザースポットのコア/ハロー構造	

l “メーザー”が今ひとつ信用されない要因

– 非熱的放射；　光りたいところだけ光る

– コンパクトなコア ／ 広がったハロー構造  (Minier+ 02)	

ハロー

EVLA image 
G35.79-0.17 
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各メーザースポットのコア/ハロー構造	

A&A 552, L10 (2013)

Fig. 4. a) Peaks of the
CH3CN(19–18) K = 2
line emission (solid circles)
obtained with a 2D Gaussian fit
channel by channel. For each
peak the corresponding 50%
contour level is also drawn
(using the same color as the
peak). The color corresponds
to the line-of-sight velocity, ac-
cording to the scale displayed
to the right. The ellipse in the
bottom right denotes the syn-
thesized beam. b) Comparison
between the velocity of the
best-fit Keplerian disk (color
map) and the emission peaks
at different velocities (solid
circles) obtained for the fol-
lowing lines: CH3CN(19–18)
K = 2, 3, 4, CH3OH(71,6–61,5)
vt = 1, CH3OH(141,13–140,14),
and HC3N(37–36). The crosses
mark the position of the
continuum peak.

x0 = 18h58m13.s027 ± 0.s002, y0 = 01◦40′35.′′94 ± 0.′′07, ψ =
157 ± 4◦, θ = 19 ± 1◦, and M∗ = 18 ± 3 M⊙.

A lower limit for the disk radius is Rdisk ≃ 2500 AU, obtained
from the maximum deprojected distance of the peaks from the
center. One may wonder if such a big structure can undergo
Keplerian rotation. The mass of the disk can be estimated from
the continuum emission. The integrated flux density from core B
at 350 GHz is 0.32 Jy. Assuming a dust absorption coefficient
0.5 cm2 g−1 (ν/230.6 GHz) (Kramer et al. 2003) and a gas-to-
dust mass ratio of 100, we obtain ∼3 M⊙ for a dust temperature
of 100 K. Despite the large uncertainties on the dust opacity and
temperature, we believe that the mass of core B is significantly
less than the central mass (∼18 M⊙), which satisfies the condi-
tion for Keplerian rotation.

It is worth stressing that our findings are in good agreement
with the recent study by Ilee et al. (2012). Through measure-
ments of scattered light from G35.20–0.74 N, these authors find
that the CO first overtone bandhead emission at 2.3 µm can be
fitted with a Keplerian disk rotating about a 17.7 M⊙ star.

The distribution of the molecular peaks in Fig. 4b clearly
shows that our observations detect only the NE side of the disk.
We speculate that this could be an opacity effect. If the disk is
optically thick in the relevant lines, flared, and inclined by 19◦,
only part of the surface heated by the star is visible to the ob-
server. This creates an asymmetry along the direction of the pro-
jected disk axis, with line emission being more prominent on the
side (in our case the NE side) where the disk surface is visible.
Clearly, radiative transfer calculations are needed to confirm this
scenario, but we note that in our source the NE part of the disk
axis should be pointing towards the observer, consistent with the
orientation of the CO outflow (blue-shifted to the NE and red-
shifted to the SW – see GHLW) and the obscuration seen to the
SW in the IR images (see Fig. 2).

4. The stellar content of core B: A binary system?

An issue that is worth discussing is whether an 18 M⊙ YSO
is compatible with the bolometric luminosity of the region.
(3 × 104 L⊙; see Sect. 1). Depending on the adopted mass–
luminosity relation, the luminosity expected for an 18 M⊙ star

ranges from 2.5 × 104 L⊙ (Diaz-Miller et al. 1998), to 6.6 ×
104 L⊙ (Martins et al. 2005). This means that the 18 M⊙ star
should be the main contributor to the luminosity of the whole
star forming region. Such a possibility seems quite unlikely due
to the presence of multiple cores (see Fig. 2), one of which is an
HMC possibly hosting at least another high-mass star (core A).

A possibility is that one is underestimating the true lumi-
nosity due to the “flashlight effect”, where part of the stellar
photons are lost through the outflow cavities. According to the
recent model by Zhang et al. (2013), when this effect is taken
into account, the luminosity obtained assuming isotropic emis-
sion (3.3 × 104 L⊙) becomes as high as 7 × 104–2.2 × 105 L⊙,
consistent with a single star of ∼20–34 M⊙.

While the previous explanation is possible, the isotropic es-
timate appears more robust than a model-dependent value, and
we thus consider another hypothesis, namely that one is dealing
with a binary system. In this case, the luminosity is significantly
reduced with respect to that of a single 18 M⊙ object and may
be as low as ∼7 × 103 L⊙ for equal members. The latter is much
less than the bolometric luminosity, thus allowing for a signifi-
cant contribution by other YSOs.

The existence of a binary system could also explain why
the N–S jet associated with core B is not aligned with the disk
rotation axis. The presence of a companion would in fact be
sufficient to induce precession of the jet/outflow, as hypothe-
sized by Shepherd et al. (2000) to explain the observed pre-
cession of the bipolar outflow from the high-mass protostar
IRAS 20126+4104. In this scenario, the outflow from core B
would precess about an axis oriented NE–SW, i.e. along the
bisector of the butterfly-shaped IR nebula seen in Fig. 1. The
IR emission would arise from the cavity opened by the outflow
itself during its precession, while the thermal radio jet would
trace the current direction of the precessing axis.

The last question we address is the origin of the free-free
emission from core B (see e.g. Fig. 3). Could this be tracing a
(hypercompact) HII region? According to GHLW, this source
(N. 7 in their Table 1) has a spectral index >1.3 between 6
and 3.6 cm, compatible with free-free emission from an opti-
cally thick HII region. Extrapolation of the 3.6 cm flux den-
sity (0.5 mJy) to 1.3 cm gives >1.9 mJy, in agreement with

L10, page 4 of 5

ALMAで観測されたG35.20-0.74Nの
CH3CN輝線　Velocity centroid map
(Sanchez-Monge+ 13).	



コア/ハローを生成するメカニズム	

飽和

シナリオ １	
【飽和】	

高

シナリオ ２	
【密度】	

シナリオ ３	
【乱流】	

低 低

低
低

低

一様なCH3OHガス内

における　乱流による

速度場の違い.

ハロー成分は低密度な

放射の足し合わせ.	
不飽和での指数関数的

な増光と 飽和での直線

的増光の違いを反映.	



コア/ハローがもたらす弊害	

l ３次元運動に対しては？

– CH3OHガス全体の運動を反映しているか不明確

l 強度変動に対しては？

– コア/ハローのどちらが支配的か不明確

l 磁場構造・強度に対しては？

– 特にシナリオ２の場合、磁場強度 vs 密度に影響	



コア/ハローの解明がもたらす恩恵	

l ３次元運動に対しては？

– CH3OHガス全体の運動を反映しているか不明確

☞ 　ガス全体の運動のみならず分布も把握可能

l 強度変動に対しては？

– コア/ハローのどちらが支配的か不明確

☞ 　様々な変動タイプに対しどちらが支配的か明確に

l 磁場構造・強度に対しては？

– 特にシナリオ２の場合、磁場強度 vs 密度に影響

☞ 　密度ごとの磁場強度の違いの有無が明確に	



3. SKA-VLBI による 
コア/ハロー同時 ３D 計測	

SKA-VLBI with CH3OH メーザー	



独自性	

l ３D速度計測は コア成分のみ計測されてきた

l SKA-VLBIであれば ...
– コア/ハロー成分の同時 ３D 計測が可能に

– かつ、YSO付近の ionized (thermal) emissions　　
を同時に検出可能！

•  電離円盤、電離ジェット、HC HII領域、など

•  電離ジェット : 数10 – 数100 μJy  (Rosero+ 16) も検出可

•  インビームゆえ、“不動点” として準拠した 3D計測可能

☞ 　コア/ハローの相関性が運動面から分かる！



期待される結果	

シナリオ １	
【飽和】	

に対しては...	

シナリオ ２	
【密度】	

に対しては...	

シナリオ ３	
【乱流】	

に対しては...	

乱流の速度場の乱れ

により、運動はランダム.
共に同じ方向だが、
ハローは複数箇所
で運動計測.

共に同じ方向へ運動.
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4. 対 ngVLA	

SKA-VLBI with CH3OH メーザー	



An ngVLA Science Book chapter	

l  Hunter, Brogan, Bartkiewicz, Chibueze, Cyganowski, 
Hirota, MacLeod, Sanna, and Torrelles (2018), arXiv:
1806.06981

l  ngVLAの高空間分解能・超高感度・広周波数範囲を活かし、
free-free / ionized / dust 連続波を不動点とした、様々な種
類のメーザーの同時 ３D 速度計測を目指す

–  ~ 3 – 300 mas  in 1.2 – 116 GHz
–  σrms ~ 1 μJy   with 1 GHz bandwidth and ≤ 1 hr integration
–  free-free/ionized/dust連続波の空間分布・起源も同時に解明

l  SKA-VLBI と補完的な協力関係に

–  南半球： SKA-VLBI   with   北半球： ngVLA



5. まとめ	

SKA-VLBI with CH3OH メーザー	



まとめ	

l OH/CH3OH/H2O メーザーをプローブとした
大質量 (原始) 星研究

l CH3OH メーザーの コア/ハロー構造がもたら
す弊害と、その解明による恩恵を認識

l SKA-VLBI による コア/ハロー同時 ３D計測

– インビームに不動点として ionized emissions を
同時検出可能

– コア/ハローの相関性が運動面から分かる


